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3RD SEMESTER

SECOND OP.

“Books open your mind, broaden your mind, and strengthen you as nothing else can.”
FIRST PART: Answer and deliver Grammar Booster of your ActiveBook (page 122-140).
SECOND PART: Answer and deliver Writing Booster of your ActiveBook (page 141-143).
THIRD PART: Answer the next activities:

Write the correct tag question
1. A lot of customs are really different now, ________?
2. We´ve learned a lot about cultural literacy, ________?
3. Culture really changes with time, ________?
4. A: Hey, Harry. You met Barbara the other day, _________?
B: No, I didn´t get a chance to meet her.
5. A: Are you getting used to living in Istanbul?
B: Yeah, it´s pretty easy. I__________ _a lot about Turkish culture before I got here, and that really helps.
A)

had already learned

B) hadn´t yet learned

C) had learned yet

D) hadn´t already learned

6. A: Things have really changed here in the past twenty years, ___________?
B:___________________________.
A) No, they aren´t

B) Yes, they did

C) No, they haven´t

D) Yes, they are

7. A: ____________________to be addressed?
B: Please, call me Kate.
A)

Do you use

B) Do you mind

C) How do you prefer

D) Would it be rude

8.- A: I don´t know much about alternative medicine, but I´d like to learn about some more natural

options.

B: You ____________ interested in homeopathic remedies. They´re all natural.
A) might be able to

B) must not be able to

C) must hurt
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9.- Can we get the budget _______________ by tomorrow?
A) to make

B) making

C) make

D) made

10.- Could I get these signs printed by tomorrow? It´s really_____________
A) professional

B) reasonable

C) urgent

D) reliable

11.- If you want help planning an event, then
A)
B)
C)
D)

don´t decorate the room
plan catering early
pick a good time, date, and place for it.
Assign responsibilities to other people

12.- If you compare prices at different shoe repair shops, you´ll find that Manny´s is very ____________.
A) reasonable

B) fast

C) efficient

D) reliable

13.- Antie´s Auto Shop is really _____________. They always complete the repairs when the promise them.
A) urgent

B) helpful

C) a.s.a.p.

D) reliable

14.- The quality of __________ was really high. I´ve never had a suit fit me so well.
A) price

B) workmanship

C) delivery

D) repairs

15.- Where can we have someone __________________this package?
A) gift wrap

B) to gift wrap

C) gift wrapping

D) gift wrapped

16. A: Oh, that´s Carrie Bates, isn´t it?
B: yes, but she prefers to be called by her title and last name.
A: Thanks for the tip. I´ll be sure to call her _________________.
A) Mr. Carrie

B) Ms. Bate

C) Mrs. Carrie

D) Mr. Bates

17. A: Is it _________ in this culture to put your elbows on the table when you eat?
B: Not at all! Everyone does it.
A) customary

B) etiquette

C) offensive

D) table manner
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Complete each sentence with the correct form of the causative.
18. Do you think we can have the store____________ (print) this sign today?
19. She got Mavis _________ (fill in) for her last night.
20. Why don´t you get someone ____________ give you a ride?
21. I´ll have Valerie ________ (call) a few different places to ask about prices.
22.- this picture is beautiful. You should have it ___________ (frame).
23.- We´re having the house _____________ (clean) before the party.
24.- No matter what we did, we couldn´t make the baby ___________ (stop) crying.
25. Have them ____________(send) the package to Joyce Granger by Friday.
Classify the correct word to each category:
a blood test

a check up

DENTAL EMERGENCIES

a tootache

an injection

MEDICAL PROCEDURES
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a lost filling

an X-ray

a loose tooth
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Choose correct answer

Cultural literacy

Culture taboo
Table manners

Etiquette
Impolite

Punctuality

__________________________rules for polite behavior in society or in a particular group
__________________________ knowing about and respecting the culture of others
__________________________ rules for polite behavior when eating with other people
__________________________the habit of being on time
__________________________ not polite, rude offensive extremely rude or impolite
_________________________customary usual or traditional in a particular
__________________________not allowed because of very strong cultural or religious ru
Vocabulary (p.38).- Types of books.
Choose the correct answer:
FICTION: a novel, a mystery, a thriller, a romance novel, science fiction, short stories.
NON-FICTION: a biography, an autobiography, a travel book, a memoir, a self-help book.
____________: The details of the life story of a real person, told by someone else.
____________ is similar to fantasy, except stories in this genre use scientific understanding to explain the
universe that it takes place in.A book about life on another planet.
___________: A book about tips to stay healthy.
____________: A book about a person who discovers a killer.
____________: A book about with many stories, not just one.
_____________ : a book about people in love.
____________: a book about invented people and events.
____________: a book about visiting a foreign country.
A _________ is a story that is usually a mix of fear and excitement.

Is it a page-turner? Did she think the book was hard to follow? Did he finish reading that book?
Is it a cliffhanger? Was that novel a bestseller? Is it a fast read?

A)

Yes It's so exciting and keeps you guessing right until the end.________________________________
No, hardly any copies of it were sold. ________________________________
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B)
C)
D)
E)

Yes! It really makes you want to keep reading ________________________________
I thought he had finished it. ________________________________
Yes, I believe she thought the book was difficult to understand. ________________________________
Oh yeah, it only took me an hour to read the whole book. ________________________________

1.- The people _________________ to the party are all musicians.
a) who invited b) that invited c) who we invited
2. - The town _________________ is called Komarno.
a) that we visited b) who we visited c) that visited
3.- The woman _______________ is the mayor of our town.
a) called me b)who she called me c) who called me
4.- The clothing _______________ is traditional for this holiday.
a) I'm wearing b) who is wearing c) that's wearing

Adjective Complement /

Subject Complement /

Object of a Preposition Object of a Verb

1. She didn't know that the directions were wrong.
2.Carlie's problem was that she didn't do the wash.
3.Josephine is not responsible for what Alex decided to do.
4.The family is excited that they bought a new house.
Has she read that book yet?
I don’t guess. I think not.
I hope not.

Noun Clause Exercise - if /whether
1. Do you know if the class has started?
I don't know that the class has started (or not).
2. Was the exam difficult?
I don't remember whether the exam will be difficult or not.
Question word to begin embedded information questions.
A. Who lives there?

I don't know who do live there.

Speech:imperatives (page 52).

She said, "I saw him." (________ speech) = She said that she ________________him. (__________ speech)
'Say' and 'tell'

He _______ that he was tired.
He _______ me that he was tired.
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